Christine Petersen, an authority on productivity and time management, is the founder and Managing Director of Time Technology. With a successful career in both learning and development and the corporate world, Christine has been at the forefront of helping leading individuals and teams in various organizations meet the demands of a constantly changing business environment.

Christine developed her intellectual property, TimeSmart – Productivity through Technology, in response to a growing demand by business leaders for practical ways to achieve better control of work, maximize the use of technology and enjoy improved work: life balance.

Since establishing Time Technology in Hong Kong in 2002, Christine and her team of accredited facilitators have helped over 13,000 busy executives in Asia to raise their productivity and reduce their time investment. Leading international organisations including Barclays, BMT Asia Pacific, CLSA, Credit Suisse, Citibank, Coutts, DFS, Mayer Brown JSM, MGB Metro, Shell, Schindler, S.W.I.F.T, Securities and Futures Commission, Walt Disney, White & Case and many more have successfully undertaken Time Technology programs.

In Hong Kong Christine has been a very active member in the business community - she has held the position of Vice Chair AustCham Technology Committee, Chair BritCham IT Education Committee, Board Member Community Business Leadership Team (CBLT) and is a regular speaker at the various Chambers and Management events.

Christine commenced her career in the construction and building industry in Australia where she broke the glass ceiling for women by becoming the first woman to be appointed to the National Manufacturers Council in Canberra. For over 15 years, Christine held various senior management positions in sales and marketing and is a Fellow of the Australian Institute of Management. It was during this time that she gained first hand experience as to how productivity and the company’s bottom line profit are improved by effective processes.

Christine has spent her lifetime empowering corporate executives to work smarter and faster and is a much sought after public speaker on this topic.

Time Technology launched in Brisbane in late 2013; Christine is looking forward to working with the Australian business community in sharing the TimeSmart programs and her extensive Asian experiences.
As Business Development Director Australia, Anthony is responsible to establish Time Technology from the ground up in Australia; Time Technology’s head office is in Brisbane. Anthony is responsible for the strategic development of a strong sales pipeline, client database, client communications and support. He is also responsible for booking and delivery of our programs in the Australian market.

Anthony has a diverse background and graduated a Diploma of Fitness/Recreation in 1999 before embarking on a 10 year management career with the Australian Football League (AFL) in 2000. His ability in coaching, high level of communication skills, marketing and promotions, sponsorship, program development and implementation are highly transferable and add value to the Time Technology team.

Approaching two years at Time Technology, Anthony has successfully transitioned from coaching to now having trained hundreds of clients as a certified TimeSmart facilitator. Anthony’s relaxed and fun nature has created a positive and engaging learning environment enjoyed by Executive Managers, Team Leaders and members and SME Business Owners. Client companies Anthony has worked with include, Endeavour Foundation, AFL QLD, Cubic Transport Systems, Easternwell, Gold Coast SUNS and Police Association NSW.

As a speaker and presenter he has shared Time Technology methods with a broader audience having presented at the Australian Institute of Management, AFL Coaches Association National Conference and Young Entrepreneurs QLD. At 44 he has finally retired from competitive sport and finds boxing training the key to staying fit and focused – “fit for boxing – fit for anything”. His passion for creating work/life balance for himself and his clients is paramount and sits perfectly with the values at Time Technology.
Lilian Wang
IAF – Certified Professional Facilitator

Born in Beijing, educated in Hong Kong and Germany, Lilian is a Time Technology certified workshop facilitator and corporate coach for TimeSmart programs. She is fluent in English, Cantonese and Mandarin.

Lilian brings over 10 years of diverse experience, including business process consulting, international alliance and marketing, staff development and administration to her coaching and facilitation. Her inclusive and enthusiastic style ensures an environment conducive to learning and development. She strongly believes in actualising people’s strengths and potential to grow the business, her focus is on achieving the “a-ha moment” and facilitating a sense of ownership in people development.

Clients and participants value Lilian for her knowledge and professionalism, clear and precise approach and her ability to create an open, trusting and motivating learning environment.

Having worked with Time Technology since 2004, Lilian has trained and coached over 500 senior executives, line managers, SME business owners and frontline officers across the region in time management, productivity through technology, personal and team effectiveness. Clients that she has worked with include Merrill Lynch, Deloitte Touche Tohmatsu, Hongkong Land, Johnson Stokes & Masters, Cigna Worldwide Insurance, Fresenius Kabi and The Walt Disney.

A passionate learner in perpetual pursuit of personal and professional growth, Lilian is:

- Certified Professional Facilitator (International Association of Facilitator)
- Certified Practitioner of Neurolinguistic Programming (NLP)
- Certified Practitioner, Spiral Dynamics® Integral (Level 1 & 2)
- M&A (Australian Graduate School of Business)
- Member, Hong Kong International Coaching Community
Corinne Lau  MBA, B.Bus , M.I.H.R.M. (HK)
Facilitator

Corinne brings with her over 15 years of solid experience in user-technology applications and human resources for both the public and private business sectors. She is a certified workshop facilitator and personal coach for Time Technology’s TimeSmart programs.

Combined with in-depth practical knowledge of technology and experience in human resources, Corinne is capable of presenting training programmes and executive coaching solutions to meet the ever-changing needs of today’s corporate environment. Corinne is involved in developing Time Technology programmes in both local and regional markets.

Through her enthusiasm and commitment to technology and human resources she is able to provide the highest quality of training to suit the needs of our clients. As a result, her dedication to results is often confirmed through the excellent business outcomes for our clients.

Previously Corinne worked closely with senior management in providing executive consultancy services and administration to senior management in a number of industries.

Being born and raised in Hong Kong, she was educated in both Hong Kong and Australia. Corinne gained a Bachelor degree in Business with a double major in Human Resources Management and End-user Computing from the University of Southern Queensland and was awarded a Master of Business Administration from the Australian Graduate School of Management. Corinne is a Member of Hong Kong Institute of Human Resources Management, MIHRM (HK).

Corinne is fluent in English, Chinese (Cantonese & Mandarin). Full of energy, in her spare time, Corinne actively volunteers with a number of non-profit organisations and international events.
Warren Arbuckle is fluent in both English and Japanese, has over 25 years of executive experience in Japan and has worked with multi-national companies across the globe.

He has spent the last 7 years developing business innovation strategies and working with Fortune 500 companies to help them apply these strategies.

His experience in training spans working with engineers for technical opportunity planning and project management to developing innovative value messaging skills for sales and marketing teams.

His signature program, Mastering Business Innovation, demystifies innovation, helping management, sales and R&D teams to think outside of the box. Teams learn how to work cross-functionally, developing new ways to create and promote new or current products and services. Many of his clients have been implementing this program for 3 or more years. The outcomes of the program are unique to the specific needs and challenges that the client faces.

In 2008, he published his first book on innovative problem solving for teams. Based on his Mastering Business Innovation program, this book introduces practical concepts and techniques for solving complex business issues through innovation. The last chapter of the book presents case studies from pharmaceutical, insurance, electronic manufactures and sales organisations that have gone through the program.

Continuing to innovate, in 2010, Warren launched the first online course on project management that allows managers and teams to better leverage the Internet for project communication and collaboration for multi-location or multi-cultural projects. Approved by the Project Management Institute for its 300,000 certified members, this course is designed for those new to project management.

Warren continues to live in Tokyo, delivering training courses in Japan and throughout the Asia Pacific.